
Lesson Eight: First Declension Nouns (Module A) 
                        Feminine Nouns 
                        Morphology: The Nominal System (Part 3) 
                        Study Aid Level One: Quiz 
 
Choose whether the statement is true or false.  The statement has to be 
entirely true to be “True”. 
 
1.  There are no neuter nouns in the first declension.    True    False 
 
2.  First declension nouns are declined differently than second declension 

nouns.    True    False 
 
3.  The first declension is also known as the ēta-declension.    True    False 
 
4.  All first declension uncontracted nouns share identical case-number 

suffixes.    True    False 
 
5.  There are only six declension-paradigms represented in the first 

declension.   True    False 
 
6.  Feminine nominal stems belonging to the first declension terminate with 

either the vowel alpha or ēta.    True    False 
 
7.  Masculine nouns are represented in the first declension.   True    False 
 
8.  The nominative feminine singular is the lexical entry for all first 

declension nouns, whether feminine or masculine.    True    False 
 
9.  The article inflects to modify feminine nouns of the first declension only 

according to gender and number.    True    False 
 
10.   First declension feminine genitive singular and dative plurals are 

inflected identically.    True    False 
 
11.   The nominative and vocative singular case-number suffix for first 

declension feminine nouns is .    True    False 
 
12.   There is no distinction how first declension feminine nouns are 

declined whether the final alpha is long or short.    True    False 
 
 
An answer key for this quiz is provided on the next page. 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
Instructions.  Choose whether the statement is true or false.  The 
statement has to be entirely true to be “True”. 
 
1.  There are no neuter nouns in the first declension.    True    False 
 
2.  First declension nouns are declined differently than second declension 

nouns.    True    False 
 
3.  The first declension is also known as the ēta-declension.    True    False 
 
4.  All first declension uncontracted nouns share identical case-number 

suffixes.    True    False 
 
5.  There are only six declension-paradigms represented in the first 

declension.   True    False 
 
6.  Feminine nominal stems belonging to the first declension terminate with 

either the vowel alpha or ēta.    True    False 
 
7.  Masculine nouns are represented in the first declension.   True    False 
 
8.  The nominative feminine singular is the lexical entry for all first 

declension nouns, whether feminine or masculine.    True    False 
 
9.  The article inflects to modify feminine nouns of the first declension only 

according to gender and number.    True    False 
 
10.   First declension feminine genitive singular and dative plurals are 

inflected identically.    True    False 
 
11.   The nominative and vocative singular case-number suffix for first 

declension feminine nouns is .    True    False 
 
12.   There is no distinction how first declension feminine nouns are 

declined whether the final alpha is long or short.    True    False. 
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